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Abstract: The big data and analytics talent discussion has largely focused on a single role—the data scientist. However, the need is much broader than data scientists. Data has become a strategic business asset. Every professional occupation must adapt to this new mindset. Universities in partnership with industry must move quickly to ensure that the graduates they produce have the required skills for the age of big data. Existing curricula should be reviewed and adapted to ensure relevance. New curricula and degree programs are needed to meet the needs of industry.
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A recent McKinsey Global Institute study forecasts a significant shortfall in big data skills in the U.S.: “By 2018, the United States alone could face a shortage of 140,000 to 190,000 people with deep analytical skills as well as 1.5 million managers and analysts with the know-how to use the analysis of big data to make effective decisions” (Manyika et al., 2011: 3). The big data skills shortage is global, and every region will face similar challenges. These numbers do not tell the whole story, however, because the lack of skilled big data practitioners of all types is limiting the ability of business to derive value from big data (Kelly, 2013). There is a talent shortfall as well in data strategy and in a wide variety of technical data management positions (Olavsrud, 2013; Rowe, 2013; Yerak, 2013), largely due to the shortfall in university, professional, and executive education programs designed to produce the talent needed to fill the growing demand for every type of big data professional.

Although the data scientist role gets the most attention, rebuilding businesses to strategically use data requires redefining existing jobs, creating new specialty roles, and perhaps creating new C-suite or redefining existing C-suite roles. Businesses will need highly skilled and experienced information strategists, data architects, data governance professionals, and visualization experts, as well as chief analytics officers (Advani, 2012) or chief data officers (Aiken & Gorman, 2013), all with broad data skills and most with highly specialized skill sets. In this article, I describe the needed new big data specialists and offer a set of recommendations about how to develop them.

Widening the Focus Beyond the Data Scientist

Exactly what a data scientist is and what skill set is required is a subject of intense debate (Harris, 2013). No official standards exist yet, and consequently anyone can call himself or herself a data scientist. Universities and industry need to collaborate to define the profession and set basic standards. Questions that need to be answered include: Do data scientists need to be PhDs, or is data science an applied role? Is it reasonable to expect that individuals possess all required skills or are team approaches preferred? Must every data scientist be an expert in machine learning? What are the core skills required by a data scientist (individual or team), and how are they different from what is being taught in existing statistics or business analytics programs? Until these and other questions are asked and answered, both recruiting
and educating data scientists will be major challenges for industry and academia. Additional considerations include what leadership and management skills (IT and non-IT) are required to ensure that firms and other organizations are leveraging their data assets. Even more important than adding specificity to the data scientist’s job and role is a wider focus on other big data jobs. These include information strategists, information systems professionals, and data governance and ethics professionals.

The Information Strategist

What makes some companies more adept than others at leveraging data as a strategic asset (Deutscher, 2013)? One example is Amazon’s decision to retain every customer’s entire purchase history for operational use while many, if not most, other companies simply store the data for a brief period and then delete it forever. This affords Amazon deep customer insight which enables superior recommendations for future purchases. Information strategy is an emerging discipline that concerns itself with all aspects of data as a business asset (Adler, 2013). Today these business-focused data skills are largely developed on the job as university data management courses concern themselves with technical issues such as data models. Strategic business-level data management is not prominent in most curricula, but there is a pressing need for graduates with both business and industry acumen.

Big Data Information Systems Professionals

Most information systems curricula provide students with a solid introduction to traditional database concepts such as structured query language, relational database, and data warehousing. Businesses, however, need data professionals with broader and deeper analytics skills that enable them to tackle the full breadth of today’s data management technologies and challenges, including security, privacy, master data, Hadoop, real-time streaming data, real-time predictive analytics, cloud, and mobile. Businesses need, for example, data professionals who understand when ACID (ACID, 2014) databases are mandatory and when compromises can be made for scalability because eventual consistency is good enough (Bailis & Ghodsi, 2013).

One of the fastest-growing big data jobs is that of data engineer (Data Engineer Job Trends, 2014; Data Engineer Jobs, 2014). The data engineer has deep knowledge of relational databases and NoSQL databases such as Hadoop, can integrate data from diverse data sources, and can design data-driven services. Data engineers work in tandem with data scientists (Walker, 2013). Big data architects (van Rijmenam, 2013) are senior technical staff capable of designing large-scale big data solutions that often span legacy systems and newer systems that handle real-time machine and sensor data (Machine-Generated Data, 2014). Information systems curricula need to evolve quickly to better prepare students for these emerging jobs and roles.

Data Governance and Ethics Professionals

These days failures in data security and governance regularly create public embarrassments for companies (Duhigg, 2012). Even those thought of as among the most tech-savvy have made major blunders. Big data introduces ethical challenges as well. Just because you can obtain the home address of everyone who owns a gun, should you publish that information for all to see (Maas & Levs, 2012)? De-identification is often used to protect the privacy of individuals by deleting or obscuring actual names, addresses, social security numbers, and other data elements which uniquely identify individuals. However, simple de-identification techniques are often insufficient to protect privacy in the age of big data since it is often possible to re-identify individuals by combining data from multiple public sources with your de-identified data (Re-identification, 2014). Data governance is a major challenge for every organization, public or private (Aiken, Allen, Parker, & Mattia, 2007). Unfortunately, data governance is largely absent from academic curricula. Data ethics courses, in particular, are rare and when offered are simply an elective course even though the argument can be made that the ethical handling of data should be a skill for every professional who works with big data. The skills for common data governance jobs, such as data steward and data quality
analyst, are usually acquired on the job, as the data governance profession has not been fully developed by universities.

A COMPREHENSIVE TALENT DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Business and academia must collaborate to clearly define the big data knowledge and skill sets required across the organization. Every profession, whether business or technical, will be impacted by big data and analytics (Laster, 2010; Miller, 2010; Parry, 2010; Vaidhyanathan, 2010). Top academic business programs, such as the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University, are embracing the big data phenomenon (Zettlemeyer, 2013). Law schools and law firms are responding to the need by changing curricula and practices (IPIC Academic Program, 2014). Some universities, such as Lehigh University, have created laboratories where students use technology to analyze data specific to the field of study (Financial Services Laboratory, 2014). Laboratories like these are vital to ensure that students develop a practical understanding of how to apply data and analytics skills in the real world. But focusing solely on data-specific jobs is not broad enough. Data and analytics literacy must become an expectation across all curricula, regardless of the ultimate field or degree pursued. Graduates without big data skills will not be prepared for the business challenges they will face upon entering today’s workforce.

Given the growing emphasis on data science and business analytics, businesses will move to aggressively recruit talent and re-train existing staff with a focus on analytics. However, analytics skill alone is not sufficient to succeed. Differentiating your business will require a comprehensive strategy that considers data as a core business asset. The pressures to innovate and differentiate will only become more intense, and consequently the big data talent shortage will become even more acute. A major challenge for many universities is that the skills required by all big data and analytics professionals will require cross-program collaboration to produce the needed “T-shaped professionals” (Brooks, 2012). The vertical stem of the T is a foundation of deep disciplinary skill. The horizontal bar of the T adds the breadth of skill necessary to work across an organization with the ability to influence others, collaborate across disciplines, and develop creative solutions to complex business problems. Universities must respond by adapting curricula to the needs of business. Big data professionals will need deep and broad skills spanning both technical and business domains. Big data information systems graduates will need math and statistics, machine learning, predictive analytics, decision management, computer science and programming, data ethics, information law, information privacy, data security, and information theory, and visualization and communication (the arts), in addition to the core information systems, database, data warehousing, and data mining education they receive today. For example, not only will business firms and other organizations require big data professionals who understand basic machine learning concepts and can apply existing algorithms to a solution, but those organizations striving to differentiate themselves in an increasingly competitive market will need hard-to-find, highly skilled, machine-learning data scientists who can invent innovative machine-learning algorithms to underpin groundbreaking solutions. Lastly, the challenge is not simply about IT and technology. Jobs spanning the entire business spectrum, including legal, sales, marketing, finance, product development, manufacturing, and operations, will be impacted by the big data phenomenon.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Academic leaders in partnership with industry and government need to assess the rapidly changing technological landscape and create new curricula and programs to develop talent for the increasing number of big data jobs. By working collaboratively with industry partners, academic leaders must evaluate all existing curricula and programs to determine where and how data and analytics knowledge and skills can be infused into the curriculum to ensure graduates have the skills industry requires to compete in a big data world. Academia, industry, and government should join together to create a national consortium to address the big data and analytics skills challenge. That consortium would:

- Create formal definitions of prioritized jobs such as data scientist, information
strategist, big data architect, and data governance professional.

- Establish curriculum requirements and accreditation standards for programs designed to produce the required knowledge and skills for specialty jobs. Use workforce analytics (Ringo, 2012) to provide actionable feedback to ensure that curricula rapidly evolve to meet the evolving needs of industry.
- Set minimum standards for data and analytics literacy required by all students in the age of big data. Create and deliver literacy training via massive online open courses (MOOCs).
- Create open online communities around shared interests to engage industry, government, and academia.
- Partner with industry organizations such as IT-oLogy and the National Consortium for Data Science (National Consortium for Data Science, 2014) to establish strong internship programs and increase collaboration between business and academia.
- Foster the creation of textbooks and courseware to address both literacy and specialized skills at all levels from undergraduate to executive education.
- Establish working groups to address key data policy issues such as information security, individual privacy, and the ethical use of big data.

By working collaboratively, industry, academia, and government can begin to close the knowledge and skills gaps outlined in this article and better prepare students, managers, and professionals for big data jobs of the future.
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